The growing demand on MIMO radio channel simulations has driven the investigations on space-time channel descriptions. Even through a verity of trends of such investigations exists, a novel approach is chosen that is presented in the following. The approach is a spatial extension of Bellos research [1, 2] . We based our investigations on this work, since it results in a simple usable stochastic channel model, the time-variant Doppler-filter, which is unfortunately confined to time domain. So, it seemed to be useful to utilise this simple filter structure in the spatial domain as well. The result is a generally usable mathematical construct, which is utilizable for space-selective time-variant filter design.
Introduction
The growing demand on MIMO radio channel simulations has driven the investigations on space-time channel descriptions. Even through a verity of trends of such investigations exists, a novel approach is chosen that is presented in the following. The approach is a spatial extension of Bellos research [1, 2] . We based our investigations on this work, since it results in a simple usable stochastic channel model, the time-variant Doppler-filter, which is unfortunately confined to time domain. So, it seemed to be useful to utilise this simple filter structure in the spatial domain as well. The result is a generally usable mathematical construct, which is utilizable for space-selective time-variant filter design.
Spatial Extension of Bellos Model

A Bellos Description in Time Domain
The radio channel can be considered as a mathematical operator, which transforms input signals stimulated at a vector-transmitter into output signals observed at a vectorreceiver as indicated in figure 1 . The parameters of a stimulated signal are denoted by time t % and its dual signal parameter frequency f % , the parameters of a observed one by t and f. Using this signal knowledge at stimulation and observation, the channel can be described by a linear integral operator, the so called kernel function, see above in figure 1. Bello did not use kernel functions to describe the radio channel, what he has justified it in his fundamental paper "Characterization of Randomly Time-Variant Linear
Channel" [1] : "From a strictly mathematical point of view, That is why, the channel will be described by system functions, where the temporal stimulated signal parameters t % and f % are projected onto observed output and therefore the new difference variables time delay tt τ =− % and the frequency shift ff ν =− % were introduced. This is illustrated in the lower scheme of figure 1 .
B Space-Time Analogy
In order to transfer the principle of Bellos temporal signal description to the spatial domain, the analogy in spatial and temporal wave propagation is applied. Electro-magnetic waves propagate over space and time, what can be expressed by a complex rotator in space and time 
where r v in "spatial r v -domain" and k v 
C Description in Spatial Domain
Applying the space-time analogy, the signal in spatial do- used today [3] . In order to describe the channel by spatial system functions, the difference values spatial distance rr ρ =− v vv % and spatial frequency shift kk κ =− vv v % were defined, see below in figure 3.
Input-Output Relation
A Deterministic Channel
The deterministic space-time channel is determined by one of the following system functions: impulse response h, spectral response H, scatterer function s, or transfer function T in space and time 2 . The input-output relation in time domain is given by the convolution of one system function with a stimulated function z(t) or with the dual one in frequency domain Z(f), which results in the observed function w(t) or its dual one W(f): With (3) to (5) the input-output relations are given separately for space and time, which can be used for separate time-variant and space-variant filter design. In order to built a combined channel filter, the input-output relationship for the space-time system function has to be considered: (2) (,) (,)(,,,)(,)(,)(,,,) (,)(,)(,,,)(,)(,)(,,,) For a random space-time variant channel, all the above mentioned functions, the observed and stimulated functions and the system functions become stochastic processes, completely described by its cor- The other relations can be deduced from (5) or (6) in a similar way. 
where P denotes the number of incoming paths. Function (,,,) xx s ντκρ v v is the space-time scatterer function with separation of multi-path components with respect to a temporal delay τ, spatial offset ρ v x , frequency shift ν, and wave number separation κ v 
